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... skiing, snowboarding, hiking, bike riding, sailing, photography, fishing, relaxing, golf, swimming ...
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Rascal Inc. Information Board
FROM THE PRESIDENT

Rascal Lodge
7-9 Banjo Paterson Crescent
Jindabyne, NSW 2627
All enquiries to the:

Office Manager
Kim Dunnet

0499 047 077
OfficeManager@rascal.asn.au
PO Box 535, WODEN ACT 2606

Website
http://www.rascal.asn.au

Rascal Committee
2016/17
President
Noel Ward
Secretary
Alan Laird
Treasurer
Linda Swift
Public Officer
Alan Laird
Lodge Manager
Tim Dunnet
Committee Members
Lee-Ann Swift
Gale Funston
Peter Dunnet

Recently the committee held the annual all
day Committee meeting at the lodge in
Jindabyne to consider a range of issues
from changes to by-laws to lodge refurbishment. All of the committee was in attendance for what was a marathon meeting. Like all marathons we covered a lot of
ground which saw
some vigorous, but
well considered discussion of by-law
changes and adjustments to our fees
amongst other items. On behalf of you the
membership I thank all members of the
committee for volunteering most of the
weekend for the meeting and for their contributions to the meeting outcomes.
The major outcomes relevant to most
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This is how the staged release will work
for bookings in July and August – to be
known as Winter Season:

members were:
1. A move to staged release of lodge
bookings for the months of July and
August

First release: Prior to 1 March a member will be able to have one booking of
no more than seven days containing no
more than weekend;

2. A commitment to continue the Lodge
refurbishment program with individual
committee members tasked to investigate:

Second release: Prior to 1 June and
from 1 March a member may make a
second booking of no more than 7 days
containing no more than one weekend

a. Extension and sealing of the carpark;
b. Upgrade of the kitchen;

Third Release: From 1 June: a member
may make as number of bookings but
may not have more than two weekend
bookings in advance.

c. Refurbishment of the bathrooms
d. Refurbishment of additional 2 and
4 berth bedrooms;

Prior to each release members will be notified by email 7 days in advance of the
opening of bookings.

3. Fees changes where kept to a minimum, with annual subscriptions remaining the same as last year and
some upward and downward movement for room rates to better reflect
the value for money they present.
(General overview on pg 4, or see the
RASCAL by-laws for further details)

We believe this new approach balances
the needs of all members recognising
some are in a position to plan a long way
ahead and others are not. This arrangement should be more equitable for all,
particularly new members and those who
have externally imposed planning horizons.

The move to staged release of Winter bookings has been prompted
by the committee’s observation that the winter period has been
booking up very quickly after membership renewals open in November, some 7
-9 months ahead of the actual booking
dates. While this is pleasing the committee is also aware of the need to provide equity of access to all members noting we also have feedback from members about the difficulty of obtaining
bookings unless one books very early.
We are also conscious that we will struggle to attract new members in the first
half of each year if they are unable to access the lodge in the coming winter.

In other news we have recently taken
delivery of a new and much quieter glass
fronted fridge for the kitchen and some
new leather sofas for the living area.
Thanks to Tim Dunnet, Alan Laird and
Rod Roberts for organising and take delivery of these – they will certainly make
the living area an even more pleasant
place to be!
Rascal Inc would like to give a warm to
welcome the following new members:
Jane Thompson, Barbara MacKenzie, and
Anna Waddington.

Noel Ward - President
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General Fee Information
Membership Grade

Fees $

Full Member

126.00

Fellow Member

63.00

Summer Member

116.00

Room Charges (per night)
Room Number

High

Med

Low

Room 1 - Family Room

140

105

80

Room 2 - Queen Room

110

85

60

Junior Full Members - First

63.00

Room 3 - Single Room

45

35

28

Junior Full Members - Second

31.50

Room 4, 9 & 10 - Four Bunk

105

75

60

Junior Full Members - Third

12.60

Room 5 - Twin Bed

95

70

55

Junior Summer Members - First

58.00

Room 6,7 & 8 - Two Bunk

65

45

35

Junior Summer Members - Second

29.00

Adult Guest Levy

30

15

10

Junior Summer Members - Third

11.60

Junior Guest Levy

10

5

5

The Importance of the Room Occupancy Details
Do you know the name of everyone staying at the lodge with you? The room allocation page has everyone’s names and room numbers and should be pinned on the
foyer notice board. If the page is not up to date the website shows who is booked
in for the night. It is very important that everyone at the lodge is booked in.
Why everyone staying at the lodge should be booked in:
1.

Their safety! If there is an accident at the lodge, or if the lodge needs to be
evacuated, and someone is not officially booked in the office manager and
president won’t know to alert emergency services to their presence and they
may not be covered by our insurance.

2.

The security of other guests. It is important for the safety and comfort of other
guests that they know who is present or expected at the lodge.

3.

Meeting our club requirements and planning for the future. The website is our
official record of who’s staying at the lodge, we need to keep these records and
they help us plan for the future.

With the new room based fees - adding a member to share your room won’t cost
you any extra. Inviting a non-member will cost you a
little more but it ensures everyone’s safety and pieceof-mind.
To alter your booking log onto the website at any
time, even if you are already at the lodge, and navigate to ‘view, edit or cancel a booking’ there will then
be an option to edit your booking.
If you are unable to edit your booking please contact
the Office Manager for help.
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Historical Article
Book Launch
RASCAL members may be interested to know that, during the nineteenth century,
graziers of the southern Monaro sent thousands of sheep to huge Snowy Mountain
runs each year. Each summer, between 10,000 and 15,000 sheep were sent to
these mountain pastures for fresh grass and water. Particularly in seasons of
drought, the Snowy Mountains were an invaluable source of pasture, green and
freshly watered by the melted snows of the highlands. At the same time, the
Monaro home paddocks could be rested and renewed -– a boon to graziers during
hot, dry summers.
Snowy Mountain properthis way included the
Creek run. In the 1870s,
three months a year to
adjoined Kiandra. Among
moval of stock to summer
practice:
in
February
300,000 sheep left the
Alps in search of feed.

ties that were used in
10,000-acre
Bulgar
sheep were also sent for
the Rocky Plain run that
Monaro squatters, repasture was a common
1869,
an
estimated
plains for the southern

This information is contained in a new book by
RASCAL member, Barbara Dawson, entitled The
Bibbenluke Estate and
The Robertson Land
Acts, 1861–1884: ‘One of
the finest properties in
the best)’. About land
New South Wales (if not
settlement on the southern Monaro property of
Bibbenluke, the book deals primarily with the struggle for land on Bibbenluke after
the introduction of John Robertson’s ‘Selection Act’ into the NSW parliament in
1861. In the nineteenth century, the Bibbenluke Estate was a huge squatting run
that stretched over 78,000 acres (316 sq. km) from the present village of Bibbenluke, north towards Cooma. By 1860 the leaseholder, William Bradley, had
amassed vast properties, including Bibbenluke, but also large sheep and cattle
runs that surrounded the town of Cooma and stretched west towards Berridale. To
make use of the opportunity to send flocks of sheep to summer pastures, a landholder had to be wealthy and Bradley was one of the wealthiest landholders in New
South Wales.
In 1860, his vast Monaro properties stretched over more than 300,000 acres.
The book will be launched by Professor Bill Gammage on Saturday 12 November
2016 at 10.30, in the Bibbenluke Hall (Burnima St, Bibbenluke). After the launch
there will be an excursion to four local sites where the contest for land in the 1860s
and 1870s turned nasty! Morning tea will be provided but if anyone would like to
join the excursion, please bring a ‘packed’ / picnic lunch. All welcome!
Enquiries to barbara.dawson@anu.edu.au
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Working Bee - October 2016

Anne massaging the couch with leather conditioner

Moir helping with the installation of shade sails

It was snowing lightly and then raining as the small working bee contingent of four
members eagerly snaffeled up the best working bee jobs. We cherry picked the
highest priority inside work and the installation of the sail shades as our key
tasks. It was cold and wet and boggy outside.
And indeed we not only had a good time amidst much
hilarity and camaraderie but did a surprising amount
of work. The Lodge is a
better place for our efforts.

Alan and Moir
installing new
fridge shelves

Attendees were:
Moir and Gavin Holmes,
Anne Robinson and
Alan Laird.

Moir extending herself to reach the
cobwebs

Anne and Moir pulling the shade sails while Alan secures them
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A LOGIC PUZZLE– ANSWER FROM LAST EDITION
Where's the best place to tie your shoe in an airport?
Answer:
1.

Tie your shoelace on the travelator.

2.

Speed up off the travelator.

The explanation:
The key issue is to maximise your time on the travelator. The
person is always moving while on the travelator. The person who
maximises their time on the travelator gets that distance advantage and gets to the destination faster.
Tying your shoelace on the travelator means you spend more time on the travelator than the
person tying it off-travelator.
Walking fast off the travelator means you spend more time on the travelator.
You can walk fast, slow, go backwards etc but the key issue is 'Does it increase your time on
the travelator compared with the other person.'
The history
The shoelace puzzle was first posed by Terence Toe, I mean Terence Tao. (Couldn’t resist, sorry). He is one of the most celebrated mathematicians alive. He featured this problem on his blog
in 2008, two years after winning the Fields Medal.
How well did you do?
About 15,000 of you submitted answers. The majority - just - got the first one correct. For the
second question, however, the correct answer was the one chosen by the fewest people. Interesting.
Q1: where do you tie your shoe?

Q2: where do you speed up?



on the travelator: 47.3%



on the travelator: 28.7%



off the travelator: 11.4%



off the travelator: 17.2%



doesn’t matter: 41.3%



doesn’t matter: 54.1%

Source:
Alex Bello’s Monday Puzzle 18 July 2016
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2016/jul/18/did-you-solve-it-wheresthe-best-place-to-tie-your-shoe-in-an-airport

Newsletter Articles and Feedback
We would love to hear from our members:
 Do you have any constructive feedback, suggestions,
ideas and /or solutions for the lodge.
 Could you provide an interesting article for the next
newsletter - a family, trip overseas, exciting adventures
on the Snowy Mountains etc.
Email: OfficeManager @r ascal.asn.au
Phone: 0499 047 077
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RASCAL Inc annual membership subscriptions due
from 01 November 2016

Rascal Incorporated
PO Box 535
WODEN ACT 2606

If undeliverable, return to:
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